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Abstract— This document describes the Camera Ready
format for the papers to be presented at the
International Conference on Software Development for
Enhancing Accessibility and Fighting Info-exclusion
(DSAI 2009). It is mostly based on what the IEEE
recommends for similar publications. The abstract
should be no longer than 200 words. Use size 9 bold for
the abstract.

I. INTRODUCTION

All figures and tables should have a sequential
numbering, with caption above tables and underneath
figures, as shown on Table I and Figure 1.

Fig. 1. Example of a figure and its caption.
E. References

Final camera-ready papers must be submitted
preferably in PDF format (DOC or RTF also accepted)
according to the formats specified in this document for
publishing. Please do not use any Headers, Footers or
Line Numbers.
II. FORMATTING

All bibliographic references should appear at the end
of the document, in a separate section entitled
“REFERENCES”. Citations in the text that point to a
particular reference are indicated by the reference
number within brackets [1].
F. Equation Numbering

A. General Format
Manuscripts should be formatted to A4 paper size
(21.0×29.7cm). The text may be formatted either in
one column with 16,0cm width or two columns, each
with 8.0cm width. We recommend 10 Times font in
the body of the text with single line spacing. Table I
shows the page margins.

Each equation must be centered on a separate line.
They should have a sequence number (1), right
justified.
G. Symbols and Acronyms
Use of symbols and units of the International System
(SI) is recommended. All acronyms should be defined
at the time of their first occurrence.
III. PAPER SUBMISSION

Table I: Page margins
Left margin

2.4cm

Right margin

2.4cm

Top margin

2.8cm

Bottom margin

2.8cm

B. Title
The title is page-centered, using the width of two
columns, but within the margins. Size is 14, bold. All
words should be capitalized except prepositions,
articles and conjunctions. Suggested: name(s) of the
author(s) (12pt), affiliation and full address, including
phone, fax and e-mail, should follow immediately, on
separate lines (10pt).

Authors are invited to submit camera-ready full
papers, no longer than 8 pages, preferably in PDF
format using the electronic submission procedure
explained in the conference web site. The deadline for
submissions is March 8, 2009.
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C. Headings
Section titles and subsection titles should be distinct
and stand out from the text itself. Small capitals must
be used for section titles (e.g., II. FORMATTING) and
italic for subsections (e.g., C. Headings).
D. Figures and Tables
Figures and tables should be placed as close as
possible to their first mention in the text. Text within
figures and tables should be smaller in size but still
large enough for clear reproduction. Size 9 or 8 is
recommended.
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